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A double-Fourier approach to enhance the
efficiency of the indirect domain sampling
in 2D NMR
Srinivasan Chandrashekar,† Yoav Shrot† and Lucio Frydman∗

The relatively long times that may be involved in high-resolution two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (2D NMR)
have stimulated the search for alternative schemes to collect these data. Particularly onerous situations arise when both
high-resolution and large spectral widths are sought along the indirect domain. Strategies proposed for dealing with such
cases include folding-over procedures, Hadamard encoding, and nonlinear data sampling. This communication discusses an
alternative strategy, which exploits a partial prior knowledge regarding the position of the NMR resonances along the indirect
domain together with customized excitations for every particular t1 increment, to achieve an optimal sampling in terms of
resolution and bandwidth. On the basis of such optimized encoding of the indirect-domain evolution, which can easily be
coped with by modern spectrometers, it becomes possible to maximize the resolution of fine structures without compromising
on the spectral bandwidths. The processing of the resulting data along the indirect domain is based on the use of two serially
applied discrete Fourier transforms; one to distinguish the main bands in the spectrum and the other to resolve the latter’s
fine features. A number of simple heteronuclear correlation experiments illustrating the significant acquisition time savings
and simultaneous improvements in resolution that can be achieved with the resulting double-Fourier encoding procedure are
illustrated. Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (2D NMR) is widely
used in chemical and biochemical determinations.[1 – 3] 2 D NMR
experiments are typically carried out using Jeener and Ernst’s
general proposal.[4,5]

Preparation – evolution (t1) – mixing – acquisition (t2) (1)

This paradigm provides a signal as a function of two time variables:
one is a delay t1 monitoring the spins’ evolution as a function of
the ν1 indirect-domain frequencies and the other is a physical
time t2 monitoring the post-mixing spin evolution frequencies
along the ν2 direct domain. The spins’ response as a function
of t2 provides a free induction decay (FID), an array of N2

points separated by regular �t2 dwell times whose collection
can be completed within ca 1 s. By contrast, the indirect domain
is probed by a multi-scan evolution, whereby the value of t1

is incremented in steps �t1 over a series of N1 independent
experiments. This results in a set of N1 FIDs {S(t1, t2)}, which
following a numerical fast Fourier transformation (FT) yields the
2D spectrum I(ν1, ν2) being sought. The spectra resulting from
this procedure will be characterized by spectral widths (SW1,
SW2) and spectral resolutions (�ν1, �ν2), given by the Nyquist
criteria[6]

(SW1, SW2) =
(

1

�t1
,

1

�t2

)
and (�ν1, �ν2)

=
(

1

N1�t1
,

1

N2�t2

)
(2)

As N1 defines the series of distinct experiments that need to
be collected, it follows from Eqn (2) that unless bound by sensi-
tivity considerations, attempting to achieve a high �ν1 spectral
resolutions while faithfully covering a large SW1 bandwidth, will
be onerous in terms of the overall time required to complete
a 2D experiment. Over the years, a number of strategies have
been proposed to alleviate this sampling-imposed limitation,
without having to compromise on either the resolution or the
bandwidth characterizing ν1. Included among the approaches
proposed to avoid the Nyquist-derived constraints summarized in
Eqn (2) are non-uniform sampling schemes of the indirect-domain
time evolution points, accompanied by the use of iterative fitting
methods that analyze these data in terms of the spectrum be-
ing sought.[7,8] Other proposals exploit the folding-over of peaks
along the indirect domain,[9] or a priori information that may be
available about the indirect-domain spectrum from preliminary
1D NMR measurements.[10,11] These can become extremely effi-
cient methodologies, as in principle the knowledge that there
are no more than N-independent peaks in a sample, may be
exploited to confine the 2D acquisition to up to N 1D experi-
ments. Hadamard-based spectroscopy constitutes a particularly
suitable exploitation of this concept, as it manages to exploit such
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selective excitation principles to reconstitute the 2D NMR spec-
trum being sought, while preserving FT’s multiplex advantage
whereby the signal-to-noise ratio increases as the square root of
the collected experiments. Although these approaches may re-
quire significantly fewer repetitions than FT-based counterparts,
they may still be challenged in some instances. This could be the
case, e.g. if attempting to characterize multiple indirect-domain
sites with highly different degrees of spectral resolution – where
some of the sites may require much more selective (and ensuing
longer) pulses to achieve a proper encoding than others. They
may also be challenged by the determination of small shifts or
couplings along the indirect domain, whose approximate val-
ues may be known but whose precise offset is the object of
the 2D measurement. An alternative to these approaches has
been recently discussed for heteronuclear single-quantum cor-
relations (HSQC) by Bermel et al., based on the implementation
of band-selective excitation/storages and on a selective folding
of these various bands.[12] Conceptually akin to this proposal
was our recent demonstration that peaks or bands in ‘ultrafast’
2D NMR spectroscopy[13] could be placed in arbitrary regions
of a 2D NMR experiment’s indirect domain, by the combined
use of band-selective spectral pulses and suitable field gradient
manipulations.[14] Whereas this latter approach does not result in
a shortening of the 2D NMR acquisition, which in ultrafast spec-
troscopy has already been decreased to the minimum value of a
single scan, this concept could be used as a tool for enhancing ei-
ther the resolution or the sensitivity of the resulting experiments. In
a continuation of such studies, the present communication reverts
to the case of a conventional 2D NMR acquisition and explores
further ideas on how can partial a priori information be exploited,
to get a maximum information in the minimal amount of scans. In
particular, we shall focus on a generic 2D NMR experiment where
the indirect dimension is sparse, and exhibits what are known to
be ‘empty spaces’ coexisting with crowded spectral regions. The
solution that is hereby proposed to deal with such cases is akin
to that put forward in Ref. [14], but tailored to a conventional ac-
quisition. In particular, we propose an excitation scheme that uses
t1-dependent polychromatic pulses to excite bands containing
crowded spectral regions into a common zero-frequency origin,
in combination with a conventional t1 encoding of the individual
regions themselves. The processing of such data will still be based
on Fourier principles, which are applied twice and in a sequential

fashion – once to achieve resolution between the crowded regions,
and a second time to achieve resolution within the regions them-
selves. Experimental examples of the resolution and time saving
advantages arising from the resulting procedure are illustrated.

Double-Fourier Discrimination of Spectral
Bands and Peaks along the Indirect Domain
of a 2D NMR Spectrum

It follows from the arguments above that it may sometimes be
convenient to tailor the encoding of a 2D indirect domain to
lie somewhere in-between the extreme spectral resolution arising
from a peak-by-peak selective excitation, and a uniform-resolution
over the full ν1 spectral bandwidth is embodied by the scheme
in Eqn (1). The goal of the resulting experiment would then
be to exploit partial information about the distribution of the
peaks, to achieve a maximum of spectral resolution where needed
while avoiding the extra scanning time that would result from
sampling regions known a priori to be devoid from information.
The approach that we here propose to do this is based on the use
of two consecutive Fourier encodings, and its overall principles
are schematized in Fig. 1. The method merges in a way the two
complementary concepts just mentioned: it employs a selective
excitation that avoids spectral regions known to be empty, and it
‘invests’ a conventional t1 time-domain sampling onto the spectral
bands known to contain the fine structure that is being sought.
This, in turn, raises the question of how to process the resulting
data, so as to maximize the spectral resolution being sought from
each of the targeted bands within a minimum number of N1 scans.
A possible way to do so consists of ‘concentrating’ all the bands to
be analyzed into the proximity of the indirect-domain frequency
origin: the effective SW1 is thus minimized, and the indirect-
domain sampling demands posed by Eqn (2) are thus alleviated.
Furthermore, in order to discriminate among the numerous bands
that have now been arbitrarily shifted into the frequency origin,
a Fourier-like encoding involving the imposition of a discrete,
discriminating phase modulation among the various bands can
be used. In summary, a double-FT procedure – first against the
artificial phase modulation to distinguish among the targeted
regions, and subsequently against a conventional t1 parameter
that accurately characterizes the position of the individual peaks

(i) Band-shifting 

(A) Sparse Indirect Domain Many t1 Increments and Long Acquisition Times

(B) Shift to Common Origin + Phase Encoding of Bands
0

(ii) f-encoding 

FT

Points 

Fewer Increments Needed

 # of experiments 

Figure 1. Principles of the double Fourier encoding of a sparse indirect spectral domain. The method is meant to reduce the number of total experiments
required (red points in right-hand FID) by targeting ‘bands’ of peaks (in this case assumed to be NB = 3). To do so, a priori knowledge is used of which
spectral regions are relevant; these bands are then simultaneously excited and shifted onto a common frequency origin by modulating the RF pulses
over the course of the t1 encoding (i); at the same time, they are labeled with suitable phases (ii) that allow for their subsequent disentanglement via a
discrete Fourier transform against an arbitrary index. Once the acquisition has concluded and the individual NB bands have been discriminated (bottom
right), FT against t1 yields the spectral information while requiring a smaller number of experiments.
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within each of these regions – can deliver in a robust fashion
maximum resolution in a minimal number of scans.

To make these procedures more concrete, consider a scenario
like the one posed by the cartoon in Fig. 1(A): an I(ν1) indirect
domain spectrum made up by NB distinct bands, I(ν1) =∑NB

k=1 Ik(ν1), whose peaks one would like to characterize with
maximal resolution and in a minimal number of scans N1.
Assuming that each of these spectral bands are characterized by
corresponding bandwidths BWk and centers �k , the frequencies
that need to be explored within each band will then be given
by {�k − 0.5BWk ≤ ν1 ≤ �k + 0.5BWk}k=1,NB. In the spatially
encoded case discussed in Ref. [14], arbitrary shifts in the position
of these various targeted bands were imposed by the application
of suitably tailored gradient pulses. In the present Fourier-based
multi-scan case, an analogous shifting was executed based on the
use of a TPPI-like procedure[2,15]: each of the targeted bands was
excited with a t1-dependent phase that imposed an additional
exp(−i2π�kt1) modulation, effectively shifting their frequency
centers to a common zero origin. In addition to different widths
{BWk}, the targeted bands may also be characterized by their
individual spectral resolution demands {�νk}. The minimum
number of t1 increments that will be needed to achieve these
resolution demands will be given by the largest ratio that these
parameters achieve among all the selected bands: max{BWk/�νk}.

This latter ratio will naturally be much smaller than the SW1/�νk

counterpart that would characterize a conventional 2D acquisition;
it will, however, still not define the minimum number of scans
needed to achieve the targeted resolution by FT means. Indeed,
a full characterization of the indirect domain requires further
distinguishing among the various targeted bands, which after a
TPPI-like procedure will now be all overlapping at zero frequency.
A possible route to distinguish among the NB targeted bands
consists of repeating each t1-specific experiment multiple times,
in a series of acquisitions that are identical to one another
except for their cycling of an additional phase of the form
{exp[i2πkj/NB]}j=0,NB−1, modulating the pulses used to excite
each of the kth spectral band.†

In summary, the approach hereby proposed includes (Fig. 1(B)):

• Synthesizing NB polychromatic excitation pulses that are
tailored-made for each t1 increment, according to

PC =
NB∑

k=1

P
BWk
90 (�k) exp

[
i2π

(
−�kl�tk

1 + k

NB
j

)]
,

0 ≤ j ≤ NB − 1 (3)

Here P
BWk
90 (�k) denotes a 90◦ pulse centered at the central

frequencies �k of the kth band and characterized by an
excitation bandwidth BWk , and tk

1 = (l�tk
1)l=1,Nt is a parametric

t1 evolution which is in principle band-dependent so as to
accommodate the desired spectral resolutions {�νk}.

• The explicit �k modulation added in synthesizing the radiofre-
quency pulse in Eqn (3) implies that all {Sk(t1)} FIDs arising from
the NB-independent spectral bands being addressed will be
centered at a common (zero) carrier frequency. Still, they can
be discriminated from each other by carrying out a discrete FT
of the signals FIDj(t1) arising for each t1 increment against the

† Similar outcomes would also arise from imposing a suitable modulation on
storage, transfer or refocusing pulses involved throughout the manipulation
of the indirect-domain evolution.

band-dependent index j:

Sk(t1) = 1

NB

NB−1∑
j=0

FIDj(t1) exp[−i2πkj/NB]

• With the individual FIDs of the various bands being targeted
thus separated, conventional FT against t1 followed by Fourier
processing along the direct dimension leads to an array of
NB 2D NMR data sets, from which the full information being
sought in a two-dimensional correlation can be read in a
minimal number of scans.

It follows that if a given indirect domain is characterized by
a ‘sparsity parameter’ sp ≈ [

∑NB
k=1 BWk]/SW1, this approach

can deliver an identical information as the traditional approach
embodied by Eqn (1), but in a fraction sp in the overall number
of necessary experiments. Also worth remarking is the fact
that the built-in signal averaging present in traditional t1-
incremented 2D NMR methods is preserved in this new variant,
owing to the summations involved both in the inter- and intra-
band FTs.

Experimental

These considerations were tested with a series of experiments,
comparing the results that could be expected from the double-FT
protocol against those arising from traditional 2D acquisitions.
The main objective of these comparisons was to verify whether
the double-FT method just described could achieve a better
resolution of indirect-domain spectral features in shorter times
than would be required using a conventional sampling. Ancillary
aims included checking whether the new method could deliver this
information while preserving the mature characteristics available
in modern NMR: retrieval of purely absorptive line shapes, clean
decoupling performance, water suppression, accurate frequency
determinations, etc. These experiments were carried out on a
14.1-T magnet equipped with a Varian VNMRS console running
VNMRJ 2.3, and a triple-resonance (‘HCN’) indirect-detect probe
incorporating a z-gradient. For simplicity, these tests were confined
to the acquisition of HSQC experiments, although other 2D
acquisitions could be adapted equally well to the double-FT
methodology.[1] Two different HSQC versions were written for
these tests: one geared at 13C-oriented acquisitions in organic
deuterated solvents (Fig. 2(A)) and the other at 15N-oriented
acquisitions in H2O/d6-DMSO, incorporating water suppression
(Fig. 2(B)).

The main difference between these new sequences and their
conventional counterparts was, of course, the need to tailor the
polychromatic pulses in Eqn (3) in their own special way – for
every 1 ≤ t1 ≤ Nt increment and for every 1 ≤ j ≤
NB band-discriminating scan. For even the relatively non-
demanding samples explored in this work, this required the
calculation of hundreds of distinctive pulses; although this is
not particularly challenging by contemporary computing and
storage standards, it required a certain amount of preplanning
and ‘book-keeping’. On considering the generation of all these
pulses, a number of different alternatives were assayed; including
on-the-fly calculations executed by the pulse program for each
independent scan; the use of custom-written Matlab codes
generating in a fully autonomous fashion text files containing
the full amplitude- and phase-waveforms of the required pulses;

Magn. Reson. Chem. 2011, 49, 477–482 Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/mrc
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Figure 2. HSQC-based pulse schemes used to assay the double-FT
principles on (A) a natural abundance solution of pyridine dissolved
in CDCl3 and (B) a 2-mM solution of (U-15N/13C) Leu–Ala–Phe in
water/DMSO. Polychromatic (PC) pulses shown shaped on the X-channel
were calculated as described in the text to provide the desired peak and
band discriminations, phases and decoding gradients and were cycled
so as to provide echo and anti-echo data sets processed by the States
method.[15] Note that the actual t1 increment for each of the targeted
bands was already factored-in in the design of these polychromatic pulses.
The remaining thin and thick lines symbolize conventional non-selective
π/2 and pulses, respectively. Water suppression in (B) was implemented
with the aid of 3–9–19 blocks and flip-back H2O-pulses (dashed and
shaped pulses on the 1H channel[1]) as well as by a homospoil gradient.
Gradients delays involved in the coherence transfer pathway selection
were refocused by suitable π -pulses.

and macros that employed some of the waveform-generating
tools provided by the spectrometer’s manufacturer (e.g. Pbox or
stdisp) to synthesize the arrays of required pulses. Out of these
approaches, the last one was adopted, as it provided a fair amount
of flexibility both in terms of the pulse sequence (which did not
have to be changed depending on the number of bands to be
addressed, their central frequencies, etc.) and of maximizing the
use of the pulse-shaping tools already available in contemporary
spectrometers. In terms of implementation, a summary of the
pulse generation process went as follows. First, the bandwidths
and offsets {BWk , �k} of the NB bands to be addressed were
defined, and the spectral resolutions �νk to be used in examining
these bands were chosen. Using the scheme described earlier, a
Perl-language macro was then written[16] to calculate Nt(NB + 1)
files, which employed these basic features to derive the general
conditions that each band’s RF pulse would have to fulfill. These
included timing relative to a common, initial zero instant (to
account for different resolutions sought for each band); relative
phases (to account for the inter-band discrimination); and the right
frequency modulation (to bring all bands into a common origin).
This provides the information needed to encode each NB band for
every one of the Nt values taken by each t1 increment in the full 2D
acquisition. Notice that whereas Eqn (3) requires the calculation
of Nt · NB pulses, an extra set of Nt RF pulses was included
in this preparation stage. The reason for this is that whereas
Eqn (3) defines the special t1-dependent demodulating offsets
and band-encoding separation index needed by the excitation
pulses, there is also a need to tailor the conclusion of the t1

evolution period – the storage or conversion pulses – so as to
suit the �νk characteristics of the individual encoded bands.
Indeed, these may also now be different for each t1 increment. In
addition to this information, the power and the length required
to impart a square π/2 excitation were determined, and a suitable
excitation pulse shape (most often a sinc waveform) was picked.
All this information contained in the Pearl-generated preparatory
files was then combined using a second Perl script, to generate
a new set of Nt(NB + 1) files. These files were written with
the format required by Varian’s Pbox pulse-generating tool,
for compiling the actual polychromatic pulses required for the
triggering and conclusion of every t1 point and of every band-
separation increment. This input to the pulse-shaping program

provided a convenient debugging stage, before a third and final
macro written within the spectrometer’s VNMRJ environment
actually executed the Pbox program and generated the Nt(NB
+ 1) amplitude- and phase-modulated pulses required for the
execution of the full experiment.

With the full set of pulses thus generated, the double-FT
experiments were executed as conventional 2D experiments
would: the spectrometer loaded the individual set of t1- and NB-
dependent pulses in real time and without particular delays. Two
sets of acquisitions were then collected for the NB × Nt number of
distinct pulses: one corresponding to an echo acquisition and the
other to the anti-echo counterpart. This separation was achieved
by the incorporation of suitable phase cycling and gradients in
a standard way that did not require special programming of the
pulses, and which allowed us to retrieve purely absorptive line
shapes along both dimensions. This data calculation, as well as
the new double-FT processing required for extracting band- and
site-resolved spectra from this kind of experiments, was carried
out off-line using a custom Matlab script which incorporated all
customary parameters of echo/anti-echo processing, zero-filling,
weighting, phasing and plotting.

Results

The protocol just summarized was used to collect experiments
that, although simple, display the kind of indirect-domain
spectral resolution/spectral bandwidth dichotomy that is being
addressed here. Figure 3 illustrates 13C–1H indirectly detected
HSQC acquisitions on natural-abundance pyridine in CDCl3, a
molecule known to possess a multispin network of short- and
long-range heteronuclear couplings,[17] which can lead to a
fine structure of challenging elucidation in a HSQC trace. The
top panels compare two kinds of experiments collected with
heteronuclear decoupling along both dimensions. The left-hand
one is a conventional trace involving 64 t1 increments, spaced
by the minimal �t1 needed to cover the ≈5 kHz indirect spectral
width required to characterize this compound at the employed
14.1 T field. The right-hand panel summarizes the results arising
from the double-FT procedure introduced here, illustrating the
separation of three main bands and the line shapes exhibited by
each of these bands for a conventional 2D HSQC trace where
20 t1 increments are used to encode three distinct bands with a
150-Hz spectral bandwidth. Notice the clean separation that the
discrete threefold-valued phase encoding of the pulses manages
to achieve for the different bands; note as well that despite the
similar number of total scans involved in both cases, the double-FT
acquisition clearly succeeds in resolving a finer structure than its
conventional counterpart. This reflects the nearly tenfold higher
spectral resolution that the former achieves by neglecting to
sample regions known a priori to be empty. A similar behavior is
demonstrated by the lower panels of Fig. 3, which now compare
sets of pyridine HSQC experiments involving heteronuclear-
coupled evolution during t1. With a nearly fivefold increase in
the number of t1 increments, a conventional scheme can only
resolve the largest coupling patterns even after a 12-h acquisition.
By contrast, quality line shapes and a detailed coupling pattern
arising from long-range heteronuclear couplings are evidenced
by the line shapes arising from the double-FT procedure. Lower
contour levels also evidence in these spectra, the presence of
multi-bond heteronuclear correlations among distant 13Cs and
1Hs.

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/mrc Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Magn. Reson. Chem. 2011, 49, 477–482
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Figure 3. Purely absorptive 2D 13C–1H HSQC spectra collected on a pyridine/CDCl3 sample using: (A) 64 t1 increments of echo and anti-echo FIDs,
π -pulse and GARP decoupling along the F1 and F2 dimensions, 2 steady-state and 16 scans per increment, and a 5-s recycle delay. (B) An analogous
duration experiment but using the double-FT procedure introduced in this study. The 1D traces illustrate the good inter-band separation afforded by
120◦ phase increments imparted on the encoding pulses to distinguish among the NB = 3 targeted sites; 2D traces indicate correlations (zoomed along
F2) arising from the collected FID, upon subjecting 20 t1-increment S(t1, t2) echo and anti-echo signals to (i) a band separation and (ii) a processing
analogous to that in part (A). (C) and (D) Traces arising from experiments that were analogous to those in panels (A) and (B), respectively, but involving a
coupled t1 evolution and 384 t1 increments for (C), 100 t1 increments for (D).

Figure 4 presents an additional example of the double-FT ability
to provide superior spectral resolution in reduced acquisition
times, with a series of results collected on a U– 15N,13C labeled
sample of a Leu–Ala–Phe tripeptide recorded in H2O/d6-DMSO.
1H–15N HSQC data acquired by conventional means hint to a
fine structure along the indirect dimension after collecting 128 t1

increments (Fig. 4(A)), although the 13C–15N couplings producing
this structure only become evident after nearly 13 h of acquisition
(Fig. 4(B)). This, despite the limited 600 Hz bandwidth targeted
these acquisitions along the indirect domain. A much clearer
resolution of these heteronuclear coupling patterns becomes
evident after investing the original 128 experiments into 64 t1

increments, and two repetitions for discriminating among the
two bands into which it is possible to partition this HSQC’s
indirect domain. With a spectral resolution better than 1 Hz, the
resulting data (Fig. 4(C)) can clearly resolve the ensuing doublet
of doublets and yield precise values for the various heteronuclear
couplings.

Discussion and Conclusions

If available, a priori 1D information about the sample under
investigation can be used to design more efficient forms of
2D NMR acquisitions. This has been documented over the last
few years with a growing family of experiments that rely on
selective excitation, on folding strategies and on band-selective
Fourier transform procedures.[9 – 12] The present paper extends
concepts from these and other studies, synthesizing them into a
new and potentially more general strategy applicable to both
2D as well as to higher-dimensional NMR. It is thus shown
that the overall number of acquisitions needed to achieve a

Figure 4. Purely absorptive 2D 15N–1H HSQC spectra collected on a
uniformly labeled Leu–Ala–Phe 2 mM sample with 2 steady-state and 16
scans per increment, a 3-s recycle delay and (A) 128 t1 increments; (B) 384
increments – of echo and anti-echo FIDs. Mutual decoupling was done
along both dimensions; no 13C decoupling was implemented. (C) Traces
arising from a double-FT experiment involving 64 t1 increments and a two-
step phase-encoded separation of the two amide peaks in the peptide. All
other parameters were as in part (A).

Magn. Reson. Chem. 2011, 49, 477–482 Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/mrc
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targeted final indirect-domain spectral resolution can be reduced,
based on a double encoding of bands and peaks, and of dual
Fourier transforms to resolve this information. A systematic
approach thereby results that can disentangle multiple bands
within a spectrum and discriminate the peaks’ positions within
each of these bands. This new scheme achieves its resolution
by maximizing the use of the contemporary capabilities that
are built-in in modern NMR hardware and software, as it calls
for the calculation of complex RF waveforms tailor-made to
incorporate all the known information, as well as the bandwidth
and resolution characteristics being sought. In exchange, the
method can deliver its information in a direct, non-iterative
manner. The resulting protocol is entirely general and entails
a well-behaved processing protocol. In the examples shown in
this study, only the basic features characterizing this approach
were demonstrated. For instance, only one kind of sequence
was probed, and solely 2D NMR examples were assayed. We
believe, however, that the method’s potential will mostly come
into play when considering higher dimensional acquisitions,
involving large spectral widths with sparsely populated planes.
Further improvements could result from tailoring the number of
increments used to address each of the bands to the minimum
that is needed; a procedure that could result in additional
acquisition time savings. Proofs of these hypotheses are currently
in progress.
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